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Summary

Thrombomodulin (TM) is a transmembrane protein expressed on vascular endothelial cells.
TM has anticoagulant and anti-inflammatory properties. It has recently been reported
that TM modulates complement, an immune effector system that destroys pathogens and
is also involved in inflammation. TM was demonstrated to enhance the degradation of C3b
into iC3b by factor I and factor H, indicating that its role is in negative regulation in the
alternative pathway of the complement system. In this study, we examined the effects of
recombinant human soluble TM protein composed of the extracellular domains (rTM) on
the alternative pathway. The degradation of C3b into iC3b by factor I and factor H was
enhanced by rTM as assessed by SDS-PAGE, confirming the previous observation. We
also found that rTM enhances the cleavage of C3 into C3b as a result of activation of the
alternative pathway. These results indicate that TM has both activating and inactivating
functions in the alternative pathway.
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1. Introduction
Thrombomodulin (TM) is a transmembrane protein
expressed on vascular endothelial cells and is
composed of a lectin-like domain, six tandemly
repeated epidermal growth factor (EGF)-like domains,
a Ser/Thr-rich domain, a transmembrane segment and
a cytoplasmic tail (1). TM has an anticoagulant role
by acting as a cofactor for thrombin, which activates
protein C. Activated protein C in turn inactivates factor
Va and factor VIIIa of the coagulation system. TM also
exhibits anti-inflammatory properties.
The complement system is an immune effector
mechanism, which is composed of many plasma and
membrane proteins (2). It is activated in three ways,
the classical, lectin, and alternative pathways. Once
complement is activated, a chain reaction of cleavage
and assembly of complement components in plasma
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occurs, leading to destruction of pathogens. C3a and
C5a, fragments generated from C3 and C5 by their
degradation during complement activation, have a role
in inducing inflammation by acting as a chemotactic
factor and by activating mast cells to release histamine.
It has recently been reported that TM has the ability
to modulate complement. The lectin domain of TM
possesses a function that inhibits the activation of the
classical and lectin pathways but not the alternative
pathway (3). It also supports thrombin-mediated
activation of procarboxypeptidase B (thrombinactivatable fibrinolysis inhibitor), which inactivates C3a
and C5a. Delvaeye et al. reported that TM binds to C3b
and factor H, and thereby enhances the degradation of
C3b into iC3b by factor I and factor H, suggesting that
it has a negative modulatory function in the alternative
pathway (4).
Systemic inflammation results in activation of
coagulation due to tissue factor-mediated thrombin
generation. Disseminated intravascular coagulation
(DIC) is an acquired syndrome involving systemic
activation of blood coagulation, which leads to
microvascular thrombosis in various organs. Based
on its anticoagulant activity, TM has recently been
used in clinical medicine for the treatment of DIC and
also hemolytic uremic syndrome (HUS), a syndrome
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Figure 1. The cleavage process of C3 in the alternative pathway. The details of the cleavage process of C3 are described in the
text.

characterized by microvascular thrombosis (5-10).
Recent findings suggest that the complement-inhibitory
activity of TM might also be one of the mechanisms by
which it exhibits therapeutic effects against DIC and
HUS.
In this study, we investigated the effects of recombinant
human soluble TM protein composed of the
extracellular domains (rTM) (i.e., a lectin-like domain,
EGF-like domains and a Ser/Thr-rich domain) on
the alternative complement pathway and confirmed
Delvaeye's report that TM enhances the degradation
of C3b into iC3b by factor I and factor H. We also
found that rTM enhances activation of the alternative
pathway.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Reagents
Human complement components (C3, factor B, factor
D, factor H, and factor I) were purchased from SigmaAldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA). Other general reagents
were purchased from Wako Pure Chemicals (Osaka,
Japan). rTM (thrombomodulin α) (6) was provided by
Asahi Kasei Pharma (Tokyo, Japan).
2.2. Assay for the effects of rTM on the activation of C3
by factors B and D
C3 (50 µg/mL), factor B (8 µg/mL), factor D (1 µg/
mL), and various concentrations of rTM in 20 mM TrisHCl, pH 7.6, containing 150 mM NaCl, 2 mM CaCl2,
and 0.5 mM MgCl 2 (Tris buffer) were incubated at
37°C for 1 h. After incubation, the reaction mixture was

subjected to sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel
electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE, 8% gel) under reducing
conditions. Protein bands were visualized by CBB
staining and semi-quantified by a densitometer. The
effect of rTM on the activation of C3 by factor B and
factor D was evaluated by calculating the ratio of α to β.
2.3. Assay for the effects of rTM on the degradation of
C3b by factors H and I
C3 (75 µg/mL), factor B (12 µg/mL), and factor D (1
µg/mL) in Tris buffer were incubated at 37°C for 1 h.
After incubation, factor H (6 µg/mL), factor I (0.5 µg/
mL), and various concentrations of rTM were added
to the reaction mixture. After incubation at 37°C for 1
h, the reaction mixture was subjected to SDS-PAGE
(8% gel) under reducing conditions. Protein bands were
visualized by CBB staining and semi-quantified by a
densitometer. The effect of rTM on the degradation of
C3b by factors H and I was evaluated by calculating the
ratio of α'68 to α', α'46 to α', and α'43 to α'.
2.4. SDS-PAGE
SDS-PAGE was performed using the Laemmli method
(11). 2-Mercaptoethanol was
used as a reducing reagent.
3. Results and Discussion
When C3, factor B, and factor D are incubated in the
fluid phase, the alternative pathway of complement
is activated. C3 is composed of two polypeptide
chains (α and β) linked by disulfide bonds (Figure 1).
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Figure 2. SDS-PAGE analysis of the effects of rTM on the
activation of C3 in the alternative pathway. C3, factor B, and
factor D were incubated in the absence or presence of various
amounts of rTM. After incubation, the reaction mixtures were
subjected to SDS-PAGE under reducing conditions followed by
CBB staining. Positions of molecular weight markers (kDa) are
indicated on the left (upper). Effects of rTM on the activation
of the alternative pathway were evaluated by calculating the
ratios of band intensity of α to β (lower).

Figure 3. SDS-PAGE analysis of the effects of rTM on
the degradation of C3b by factor I and factor H. C3b
preparations which had been obtained by alternative pathway
activation were incubated with factor I and factor H in
the absence or presence of various amounts of rTM. After
incubation, the reaction mixtures were subjected to SDS-PAGE
under reducing conditions followed by CBB staining. Positions
of molecular weight markers (kDa) are indicated on the left
(upper). Effects of rTM on the degradation of C3b by factor I
and factor H were evaluated by calculating the ratios of band
intensity of α'68 to α', α'46 to α', and α'43 to α' (lower).

C3 has a thioester bond in the α chain. The thioester
bond is partially hydrolyzed in the fluid phase and the
hydrolyzed form of C3 is called C3(H2O). Factor B is a
zymogen and binds to C3 (H2O). The factor B molecule
on C3(H2O) is cleaved by factor D to generate Bb. As
a result, the bimolecular complex C3(H2O)Bb acts as
the initial C3 convertase and is able to cleave C3 into
C3a and C3b. C3b is composed of the α' chain and β
chain. Factor B binds to C3b generated by the initial
C3 convertase. Factor B on C3b is cleaved by factor D
to generate Bb. The bimolecular complex C3bBb acts
as the C3 convertase capable of cleaving C3 into C3a
and C3b. Once C3b is generated, therefore, alternative
pathway activation is amplified. Factor I is a serine
protease that degrades C3b. Factor H acts as a co-factor
for factor I-mediated cleavage of C3b. C3b is cleaved
by factor I in association with factor H to generate
iC3b1 consisting of a 68 kDa-chain (α'68), a 46 kDachain (α'46) and β. iC3b1 is further cleaved to generate
iC3b2 and C3f. iC3b2 is composed of α'68, a 43 kDachain (α'43) and β. Unlike C3b, iC3b1 and iC3b2 are not

able to activate the alternative pathway (12,13).
Under the condition in which C3 was partially
cleaved to generate the α' chain by incubation of
complement components of the alternative pathway
(C3, factor B, and factor D), co-incubation of various
concentrations of rTM with these complement
components resulted in a decrease in the intensity of
a band corresponding to the α chain (Figure 2, upper).
Densitometric analysis shows that the ratio of band
intensity of the α' chain to that of the β chain decreased
in the presence of rTM in a dose-dependent manner
(Figure 2, lower). These results indicate that rTM
enhances the cleavage of C3 by factor B and factor D.
As described in Introduction, TM was reported to
enhance the degradation of C3b by factor I and factor H.
We, therefore, tried to confirm this modulating activity
of TM. C3b was first generated by incubation of C3,
factor B and factor D. C3b preparations generated in
this way were then incubated with factor H and factor I
in the absence or presence of various amounts of rTM.
The reaction mixtures were analyzed by SDS-PAGE.
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When C3, factor B and factor D were incubated, a
band corresponding to the α' chain appeared, indicating
a generation of C3b from C3 by alternative pathway
activation. The intensity of a band corresponding to the
α' chain decreased by co-incubation of rTM in a dosedependent manner (Figure 3, upper). Densitometric
analysis clearly demonstrates that all of the ratio of
band intensities of α'68 to α', α'46 to α', and α'43 to α'
increased with increasing concentration of rTM (Figure
3, lower). These results indicate that rTM enhances the
degradation of C3b by factor I and factor H and are
consistent with a report by Delvaeye et al. (4).
It has been demonstrated that compared with control
Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells, TM expressed on
CHO cells enhances the cleavage of C3b into iC3b in
human serum after complement activation, indicating
that TM negatively regulates the alternative pathway
(4). The present study suggests that rTM modulates the
alternative pathway by two distinct ways; rTM enhances
the activation of C3 and enhances the inactivation of C3b
as well. It is, therefore, possible that TM enhances the
inactivation of C3b more efficiently than the activation
of C3.
The mechanisms underlying the dual modulating
effects of TM on the alternative pathway remain
unknown at the moment. It has been shown that TM
binds to C3b and its binding is increased in the presence
of factor H (4). TM also binds to factor H alone (4).
These facts suggest that TM bound to C3b enhances the
factor I-mediated cleavage of C3b by recruiting factor
H on C3b. Properdin is a positive regulatory component
of the alternative pathway (14). It binds to C3b and
enhances the activation of the alternative pathway by
slowing the intrinsic decay of C3 convertase C3bBb.
The modulating effect of TM on the activation of C3
in the alternative pathway seems to resemble that of
propredin. It is, therefore, possible that TM enhances
the activation of C3 in a similar fashion to properdin.
In conclusion, TM was found to modulate the
alternative pathway by enhancing the activation of C3
and also by enhancing factor I-mediated inactivation of
C3b.
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